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Lamp Type & Profile
1T8 - One T8 Lamp
2T8 - Two T8 Lamps
3T8 - Three T8 Lamps
1T5 - One T8 Lamp
2T5 - Two T8 Lamps
3T5 - Three T8 Lamps
1T5HO - One T5HO Lamp
2T5HO - Two T5HO Lamps
3T5HO - Three T5HO Lamps

Mounting Method

CM - Adjustable Aircraft
Cable Mount

See HGR-1 for other
hanging methods.

Model

PLK - Plank
Rectangular
Housing

- - - - - - - - - -

DIRECT/INDIRECT

Shielding

WCB - White Cross Baffle
RPF - Regressed Perforated
FPF - Flat Perforated
OA - Opal Acrylic Lens
A12 - Pattern 12 Thick Acrylic Lens

End Caps
(two per row)

Blank - Flat End Cap
(Std.)

One T8 Lamp

Project: ______________________________________________

Location: _____________________________________________

CONSTRUCTION
Plank is constructed of a heavy 20-gauge steel body with a 97⁄8″ wide by 2″
high profile in housing lengths of 4′, 8′, or 12′ lengths. Fixtures are available
with up to three T8, T5, or T5 HO lamps in cross section. An optional
perforated pattern on either side of the shielding may be ordered (see
ordering guide below). Modular mounting points maintain convenient,
predictable locations. The exact shape of the housing is maintained by the
use of a patented inner die cast plate at each fixture end (patent 6,796,676
B2) throughout the run to prevent snaking. The housing is designed to wrap
around the plate and secures on top with concealed screws to ensure
housing tolerances are consistent.

FINISH
Housing and all painted parts are treated with a multi-stage phosphate prior
to finish. Parts are then finished with a white powder coat for maximum
consistent coverage and longevity. Other colors may be specified; refer to
page MTX-1 or contact your local Alera Lighting representative.

SHIELDING
Plank includes both direct and indirect lighting elements. Shielding for the
direct element may be selected as a white cross baffle (WCB), regressed
perforated panel (RPF), flat perforated panel (FPF), opal acrylic (OA), or
acrylic pattern 12 (A12). For a dramatic touch, colored lensing material
may be selected as an overlay; contact factory.

MOUNTING
Plank is designed for ceiling suspension with an aircraft cable mechanism.
To maintain consistent, predictable mounting points, fixtures use an aircraft
cable yoke mounting mechanism from two points at each hanging location.
An adjustable aircraft cable of varying lengths is supplied (see ordering
guide below). The end of the cable barrel screws into a standard 1⁄4 20 bolt
brought down from the ceiling. Cover plates are provided to shield the
ceiling cutout. A straight (standard) or optional coiled cord is available for
feed locations as is a feed canopy. All fixtures are suspended in modular
increments and must be supported at each fixture housing end. Refer to the
Plank TID sheet for actual hanging points with specific row information.

LABELS AND ELECTRICAL
All fixtures bear appropriate UL or CUL labels. Fixtures are prewired with
electronic T8, T5, or T5HO ballasts and are available in 120 or 277 volt.
Some ballast options are available as dual-voltage 120/277 volt. All fixtures
are wired for single circuit operation. Additional circuits can be supplied as an
option on the two and three lamp configurations; see ordering guide below.
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Two T8 Lamps

Three T8 Lamps

One T5, T5HO Lamp

Two T5, T5HO Lamps

Three T5, T5HO Lamps

Housing Type

Blank - Solid (Std.)
PFST - Perforated Strip
HSLT - Horizontal Slot Strip
VSLT - Vertical Slot Strip
CLD - Custom Laser Cut Design Strip
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Ballast Type

E - Electronic, Instant Start
(Standard for T8)

EP - Electronic, Programmed
Start (Standard for T5
& T5HO, optional for T8)

Unless specified, Alera will use
fewest ballasts possible.

Options

LR - Left/Right Switching (2-Lamp only)*
IBOB - Inboard/Outboard Switching*

(3-Lamp only)
EL - Emergency Battery Pack

(Small case only)
GLR - Fast Blow Fuse
GMF - Slow Blow Fuse
CSA - UL listed or CSA certified for Canada
DC - Dust Cover (T8 only)
*Switching configuration must be provided.

Voltage

120 - 120V
277 - 277V
347 - 347V
U - 120V-277V

Fixture Length

Single or Row Individual Lengths.
Note: Fixtures in rows are
modular and will be identified as
components within the row by
their individual lengths.
Lengths for this product are:
4 = 4′ 8 = 8′ 12 = 12′

Housing Finish

MW - Matte White
(Std.)

See MTX-1 for
other color
selections.

Suspension Length

18 - 18″ (Std.)
24 - 24″
36 - 36″
48 - 48″
Other lengths available
on request.

Row Length

Specify entire row



PHOTOMETRICS
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This photometric test was performed using a specific lamp/ballast combination. Extrapolation of these data for other lamp/ballast combinations may produce
erroneous results. The ballast factor must be applied to the lumen output rating assigned to the lamp(s) or to the candela values shown. Luminaire efficacy
rating (LER) per NEMA LE5-1993. This test is run in accordance with current I.E.S.N.A. published procedures.

This photometric test was performed using a specific lamp/ballast combination. Extrapolation of these data for other lamp/ballast combinations may produce
erroneous results. The ballast factor must be applied to the lumen output rating assigned to the lamp(s) or to the candela values shown. Luminaire efficacy
rating (LER) per NEMA LE5-1993. This test is run in accordance with current I.E.S.N.A. published procedures.
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